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Conference one (4-5 Nov. 2014)

Resilience of art cities to hydro-geological

catastrophes: 

success and failures of the Italian experience

Proceedings and Final statement
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Global Target C:

“ Reduce direct disaster economic loss in 
relation to global gross domestic product (GDP) 

by 2030 ”

For the first time it includes cultural heritage

Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk 
Reduction 2015-2030

C6: ……Direct economic loss to 
cultural heritage damaged or 

destroyed attributed to 
disasters…... 



Norcia Cathedral
after the 

M6.6 earthquake
October 2016 

Norcia Cathedral
after the 

M6.1 earthquake
In 1997 

And the 
M6.2 earthquake
Of August 2016

No final statement: no consensus on how to set safety targets.
How should the ‘design catastrophic event’ be chosen?
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Conference two (3-4 Nov. 2015)
Enhancing Resilience of historic cities to 

earthquakes 



Conference three (11-13 October 2016): IAP-Lincei  Conference  

Florence 1966-2016 Resilience of Art Cities to Natural Catastrophes: The Role of Academies

The Charter of Rome on the Resilience of Art 
Cities to Natural Catastrophes

www.lincei.it/modules.php?name=Content&pa=showpage&pid=173#docs
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Why a Charter of Rome  ?

Target of the Charter

….Increasing the awareness of 
national governments of the 
need for greater attention to 

safeguarding the cultural 
heritage in our cities of art….



2006

“……The issue of protection of 

cultural heritage from natural 

hazards and disasters has not been 

properly  accommodated either in 

EU legislation or in national 

laws……” 

Why is there  
a need for 

such an 
action? 



“…….Generally, 

cultural heritage 

protection is a 

marginal issue for 

politicians and 

governments in

most European 

countries…..”

“….Cultural heritage 

tends to be eclipsed by 

environmental 

issues…..”



….the economic development of cities of art
affects the co-evolution of the built and natural 

environments and actions tend
to become contentious….»

saving Venice ? or saving its lagoon ? 



The Charter _ 1

Basic Statements



The Charter: 1.2

Some analogy has been suggested between cultural assets and natural resources as 
they both require careful management by current generations in order to preserve 

the rights of future generations to benefit from them 

(Principle of Intergenerational Equity).



However, …

unlike natural resources whose damage 
can often be ‘repaired’ through human 

intervention, 

cultural heritage resources are 
genuinely unique and not

replaceable by any means once lost or 
severely damaged.



Nature 

is much more resilient than

Humans
and 

Cultural heritage !! 



Governments  must recognize fully the 
fundamentally irreplaceable nature of cultural heritage resources 

and the enormous economic impacts of their loss and damage

The Charter : 1.2



“…Cities of art are the main containers of cultural assets, 
including their peculiar urban fabrics and 

the conservation of traditional artisan skills that are major 
ingredients of the socio-economic structure of these 

cities…”.  

Why focusing on cities of arts ?

Our great cities of art are also often places with multicultural histories
and contemporary multiculturalism. This is a major feature that should be

reflected in efforts to safeguard these assets. …”. 



Part Two

Actions needed



Governments and international institutions should acknowledge that cities of 
art deserve a special status, such to require a higher level of protection, defined 

with respect to appropriately chosen design catastrophic events
(The Charter 2.1).

This poses a
Number of
unsettled 
Issues ! 



First Issue:
How should 
the ‘design 

catastrophic 
event’ be 
chosen?



Second issue: Are cost benefit analysis feasible?
How do we evaluate the (non market) value of cultural assets?



Third issue:
What risk mitigation measures ?

Appropriate 
management of

the event.

Reducing
vulnerability

Post-event
emergency phase

Recovery and 
restoration of 

damaged cultural 
assets



Fourth Issue:
Who pays ? 

Ex ante assessment of 
social costs and benefits 

associated with risk-
reducing investments, 

should be integrated in 
public policies and 

planning (Charter, 2.6)

The effectiveness of 
innovative funding 

mechanisms must be 
explored (Charter, 2.7)



Villa Farnesina

The Charter 3-
The role of 
Academies

Palazzo Corsini



The Charter,  2.1

cultural heritage is a 
crucial element of the 

identity of communities 

It is a  duty of societies to 
preserve it for future 

generations

Education



Political
Awareness

Tokio, 2016

Addressing
National 

Governments
through  G-Science 

Statements

Rome, 2017



The Charter,  3.3 

Academies may provide a 
permanent forum
to discuss scientific 

developments
on fundamental unsettled

issues

Research



.

The Charter,  3.3 

establish a 
‘Cultural Heritage 

Network of 
Academies’

Periodic follow-
ups to the IAP-
Lincei meeting

Network



The Charter,  3.4 

professional heritage preservation bodies, 
governmental agencies and  scientific institutions 

develop 
local and international 

guidelines  on  risk mitigation of Museum 
collections

through the involvement of 

interdisciplinary teams, 
including art historians,engineers, chemists, 

geophysicists, conservators/restorers, 
technicians/mount makers, designers and 

architects.

Advise



Academies

The Charter,  3.5 

Academies have the rare privilege 
of being 

devoid of any conflicts
of interest

this makes them the best candidates 
to contribute to assessments of 

progress
made in risk mitigation of major 

at-risk heritage sites.

Evaluation



The Charter: 4
Natural versus man-

made disasters

This Charter focuses on the resilience of cultural heritage to 
natural disasters.

However, the history of mankind warns that cities of arts have often 
suffered and still suffer from man-made disasters. 

Conflicts, either in the traditional form of wars or in their modern 
expression of terrorist actions, have invariably been the source of 

massive devastations.



Coventry, 1941



Dresden, 1945



Bamiyan, 
Afghanistan

1976

2005



These disasters do 
not pose a problem 

of resilience: 

rather, they call for the 
need of a widespread 

reaction of the 
international community 

that, independently of 
cultural, political or 

religious differences, 
should explicitly brand 
these actions as actual 

crimes against humanity

(Paolo Matthiae, 2015)



Entrance to ancient Timbuktu mosque destroyed

The International Criminal Court (ICC) 
has sentenced a former Malian fighter to 
nine years in prison for destroying 
shrines and historic sites in Timbuktu 
during Mali's 2012 conflict.



Cultural heritage: 

building resilience to disasters

G7 Science Conference
The role of National Academies and International 

Academy Networks in advising institutions

Rome, 3 May 2017



In spite of numerous 
declarations concerning the 

protection of cultural heritage, 
national governments have been 
slow in taking effective actions 

………

Why this Statement ?

http://www.lincei.it/modules.php?%20name=News&file=article&sid=2024



Florence
50 years later ?

Florence, 4 November 1966

Independent 
International 

Committee (ITSC)   
established to 

assess  reduction of 
flood risk in   

Florence

Galloway, Bloschl, 

Garcia, Montanari, 

Seminara and 

Solari



Final Report  ITSC, 2017

The level of protection that exists in Florence 

now does not yet provide the risk reduction 

needed for the city and is not on a level 

appropriate to the citizens and treasures that rest 

within the city.

…………………………………….. 

If, under current conditions, a 1966-like flood 

occurred, the consequences to human lives, 

treasures, other properties and community 

infrastructure could be much more catastrophic 

than they were in 1966.

………………………..



Distinctive aspects of cultural heritage 

1- Uniqueness 

2- Risk assessment poses special problems 

3- Economic feasibility of risk reduction measures 

1- Why protecting cultural heritage is  
a special challenge

The G7 statement has built upon the 
outcomes of these activities



The participatory experience relates 
to social capital generation

Complements taxpayer money 
with donation-schemes in favor of 

specific cultural projects

2- Actions needed:
The role of participatory 

experience 

Restoration supported by
- Prada  

- Getty Foundation



2- Actions needed:
The role of Academies 1- Education: 

cultural heritage is a crucial 
element of the identity of 

communities 

2- Promote specific research (hazard mapping, 
non market value of cultural assets)

3- Advise: aggregate  best technological and cultural expertise
to assess best practices and develop agreed guidelines

4- Peer review: assess progress  made 
in risk mitigation of major at-risk heritage sites.



Centre of Integrated Skills for Promoting  
Resilience of Art Cities to Natural Disasters 

in Umbria, Tuscany, Marche

CERHER
Centre of Resilience on Heritage



Sendai Framework 2015-2030

The Charter of Rome on the Resilience of Art Cities to Natural Disasters 
(Rome, Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei, 11-13th October, 2016)

G7 Science  Statement on Cultural Heritage: 
Building Resilience to Natural Disasters

(Rome, Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei, 24th March 2017, G7 Science)

Increasing the awareness of national governments of the need for greater 
attention to safeguarding the cultural heritage in our cities of art Increasing the 

awareness of national governments of the need for greater attention to 
safeguarding the cultural heritage in our cities of art

Why CERHER?



CERHERA. SGAMELLOTTI

E. BRUGNOLI

G.V. FEDERICI

B.G. BRUNETTI

G. SEMINARA
F. COTANA

C. PETTINARI



International Partners
CERHER



From UNISDR website... http://www.unisdr.org/archive/55289

ITALY ESTABLISHES HERITAGE RESILIENCE CENTRE

Italy will further strengthen its reputation as leader on protection of cultural heritage from 

disasters when it opens a new Heritage Resilience Centre on October 13, International Day for 

Disaster Reduction.

Perhaps no country in the world is more challenged on this front than Italy where the new 

Centre, involving Umbria Tuscany and Marche, will be presented in Camerino, a town in the 

Marche that suffered serious damage during last year’s earthquakes in central Italy.

http://www.unisdr.org/archive/55289


Mission

- Implementation, within Sendai Framework 2015-2030, of the guide

lines reported in the “Charter of Rome on the Resilience of Art Cities to
Natural Catastrophes”, approved on 13th October 2016, by the
InterAcademy Partnership (IAP).

- Implementation, through manifold skills synergy of the best practices,

ratified in the document “Statement G7 Science on Cultural Heritage:

Building Resilience to Natural Disasters”, approved on 24th March 2017 by

the G7 Science (Science Academies of the G7 Countries).



-Promoting workgroups concerning Art Cities Resilience by
merging different and multiple skills.

-Promoting an international network of “Academies for Cultural
Heritage” as a permanent forum.

-Promoting a Documentation Centre UNESCO-UNISDR involving
all the institutions within the Sendai Framework 2015-2030.

-Promoting Education to Cultural Heritage knowledge.

Activities



-Promoting international groups devoted to developing
protection strategies, risk mitigation, recover and restoration of
Cultural Heritage.

-Assessment the ex-ante social costs and the advantages

related to the investiments aimed at risk reduction.

-Organization of conferences and workshops concerning
Cultural Heritage resilience to natural disasters.

Activities



Initiatives CERHER within 2018:

European Year of Cultural Heritage

-- Experimental project aimed to develop a system of analysis and prevention of
Art Cities risks, through an informatic network of territory management based 
on ENEA operating system.
Selected sites: Fabriano, Matelica, Camerino.

-- RESCUHED (Resilience of Cultural Heritage Documentation Centre)

Centre of Documentation about publications and scientific reports concerning
the resilience of Art Cities to natural disasters.

-- International Symposium about "The Economic Value of Cultural Assets",
in collaboration with the Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei and the World Bank.



Initiatives CERHER within 2018: 

European Year of Cultural Heritage

-- Workshop about promotion of  resilience into diocesan museums and places of worship.

-- Convention about environmentally friendly energetic systems and sustainable development 
into historical-artistic buildings, with two case-study:
Basilica di S.Francesco d'Assisi and Abbazia di Sant'Apollinare di Spina di Marsciano.

-- Presentation in the Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei of the Florence Report 2016 
and of the  Casa Italia Report.

-- Workshop for high school students on the "Role of Science in the Resilience of Art Cities to 
natural disasters", in collaboration with the "Lincei per la Scuola"  foundation.

-- Convention on the UNISDR initiative "Making Art Cities Resilient" with the participation of 
10-15 Art Cities within the macroregion.



CERHER is involved into the  

UNISDR Resilience campaign with the initiative

Making Art Cities Resilient



Making Cities Resilient (MCR) Campaign is the first step 

in developing DRR strategy 

Steps To do Tools 

Sign up for MCR campaign MCR campaign platform 

1 

Learn the 10 Essentials 10 Essentials 

Assess your risks Quick Risk Estimation (QRE) 

Evaluate your capacity Disaster Resilience Scorecard 

Know where to start 

Join the UN-approved resilience community 

Know what elements are important 

Know what you did are enough or not 

In support of the Sendai Framework
for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015-2030



Official UN certificate for MCR membership (Sample) 

•
Local municipalities are encouraged to plan/hold a 

signing ceremony for the MCR certificate to 

increase visibility and public awareness  

• UNISDR is pleased to support the signing 

ceremony and preparation of MCR certificate 

Mayor’s 

signature 

SRSG’s 

signature 

Signing Ceremony to receive an official certificate

In support of the Sendai Framework
for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015-2030



Il Villaggio della 
Sostenibilità

modello
Rocca di S. Apollinare di 

Marsciano (PG)



IMPLEMENTAZIONE del VILLAGGIO DELLA SOSTENIBILITA’ 
e dell’ECONOMIA CIRCOLARE

http://stage.h24net.eu/santapollinare/

http://stage.h24net.eu/santapollinare/


IMPLEMENTAZIONE del 
VILLAGGIO DELLA 
SOSTENIBILITA’ e 
dell’ECONOMIA CIRCOLARE

1.Primo edificio LEED-HB 
2. Impianto di spremitura semi 
3. Impianto di trigenerazione
4. Impianto di mini biogas  

1

2

3

4



1. Edificio Storico



-recupero di pianelle, travi in legno e tegole;

MATERIALI: Interventi edili



- realizzazione della sottofondazione delle murature, isolamento con vespai aerati e 
massetto alleggerito;

- consolidamento delle murature con iniezioni di malta;
- cerchiature perimetrali e catene in fasce di acciaio inox;

MATERIALI: Consolidamento strutturale 1/2



-alleggerimento delle volte a botte e consolidamento;
- cuci-scuci sulle murature;
- rinzaffo ed intonaco con malte fibro-rinforzate;
- alleggerimento della copertura, realizzata in lamellare e tavolato.

MATERIALI: consolidamento strutturale 2/2



Impianti ed efficientamento energetico
-Impianto a pavimento;
- VMC – Ventilazione Meccanica Controllata;
- cortile in ghiaietto ad elevato albedo;
- cappotto in sughero (10 cm);
- impianto di recupero delle acque pluviali



IMPIANTO DI SPREMITURA FILTRO OLIO

PANELLO DI SPREMITURA

2.  Impianto di spremitura semi e
stoccaggio olio vegetale



PAGLIA
14 t/ha

SEMI  1,7 t/ha

Rotoimballatrice

PANELLO  
1 t/ha

OLIO  
500 l/ha

Mangime zootecnico

Bioplastiche

CRB - S. APOLLINARE
Impianto di spremitura      Impianto di mini biogas

CARDO CEROSO
0,2 t/g

CRB - SEDE

Reattore
Steam
Explosion

Biomasse       Alvei fluviali 
spiaggiate

ANNO I – Messa a dimora del CARDO (2 ha)

Manutenzione pertinenze

ANNO II – Sperimentazione

Gassificazione e turbina

Mietitrebbiatrice

PROGETTO CARDO
Biomass, Energy, Landscape from Lignocellulosic 
and Agriculture Residues



Trigeneratore ad olio

Potenza elettrica = 100 kWe

Potenza termica = 150 kWt8.000 h/anno

Potenza frigo = 80 kWf

Macchina Frigo Torre Evaporativa

2. Impianto di trigenerazione



4. Mini impianto a biogas a servizio della comunità

Linea biogas: cogeneratore 10-30 kWe   50-70 kWt: 



Stati Generali della Green Economy 2016

'LA GREEN ECONOMY ITALIANA E NEL MONDO'
8 - 9 novembre 2016

Categoria del premio: Edilizia green 


